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LOCALLY COMPACT HUGHES PLANES 

MARKUS STROPPEL 

ABSTRACT Among the eight-dimensional stable planes. the compact connected 
generalized Hughes planes and the geometries induced on the outer points are char

acterized by the property that these planes admit an effective action of the group SL, C. 

I. Introduction. In [15 \, H. Salzmann describes the compact connected (general

ized) Hughes planes (cl [2]), and characterizes these planes among the eight-dimensional 
compact projecti ve planes: These are the only planes of this type that admit a semi -simple 
(Lie) group i1 of automorphisms with dimi1 ::::> 16. This semi-simple group is isomor
phic with the almost simple group SL, C, except in the desarguesian case (i.e., the plane 
over Hamilton's quaternions~. This plane admits-in addition to SL3 C-the thirty-five

dimensional simple group PSL3 ~, the twenty-one-dimensional simple groups PSUj ~(O) 

and PSU3 WI), and the semi-simple group Aut(~) ex: SL2 ~ of dimension 18, cl ! 17]). 
IflP';: is a non-desarguesian compact connected Hughes plane then there is an invariant 

Baer subplane which is desarguesian (i.e., isomorphic with the projective plane over C). 
The points and lines of this subplane are called inner, while all other elements of IP' ;: are 
termed outer. The geometry induced on the set of outer points forms an eight-dimensional 

stable plane M" (in the sense of R. Lbwen [12J), on which SL3 C acts point-transitively 
with two line orbits (namely, inner and outer lines, respectively). The planes IP'" and M" 
will be defined precisely in the following chapter. 

The present paper is devoted to the proof of the following result: Each eight
dimensional stable plane M = (M, 'fo{) that admits SLj C as a group of automorphisms 
is isomorphic with IP' y or M;: for some cpo This result contributes to a determination of 
the "most homogeneous" eight-dimensional stable planes, as begun in ! 17]. 

Of particular importance for our proof is the fact that, in contrast to the situation of 
the (finite) planes originally described by D. R. Hughes, the planes IP'; and M; admit 
the group SL3 C rather than the simple group PSL3 C: the set of fixed lines of the center 
Z = {d I [' = I} shall give us a frame for the reconstruction of the geometry. 

2. The planes. Let IP' = (P, P) be a compact connected generalized Hughes plane. 
According to 12J there is a ternary operation T defined on some affine line K of IP' such 
that the operations x + y = T( I, x, y) and x 0 y = T(x, y, 0) make (K, +, 0) a nearfield. 
Note, however, that T is linear if, and only if, the plane IP' is desarguesian. Since T can be 

described by geometric operations, the nearfield (K, +, 0) is a locally compact connected 
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nearfield. These have been classified by F. Kalscheuer ([8J, cf [22]); those that are not 

(skew) fields can be obtained as modifications of Hamilton's quaternions ~: 

RESULT 2.1. Let 0: [R> -+ I be a continuous homomorphism, where [R> is the mul

tiplicative group of positive real numbers, and I is the multiplicative group of complex 

numbers of norm l. For x E W write xP '- IxIP. Then Hp = (~,+,o) is a locally 

compact connected (left I) nearfield, where 

{ xx~vx': x 0 y:= . 
. 0 

if x =f 0 
if x = 0 

Except for the fields [R and C, each locally compact connected left nearfield is isomorphic 

with one of these2 . Moreover, the nearfields H" and Hl, are isomorphic if, and only if, 

y = v; or y = v;· 
REMARKS 2.2. a) Note that the constant mapping y = 1 gives HI = ~. 

b) The following useful formulae are verified easily (recall thatj denotes a quaternion 

with] = -j,/ = -I and ~ = C + jC): 

soy = sy for s, y E ~, s,<; = I 

x 0 c = xc for each c E C 

jc = cj for each c E C 

x 0 joe = xcxP jxP for each c E C 

a 0 (x + y) = a 0 x + a 0 y but, in general, (x + y) 0 a =f x 0 a + yo a 

c) C 0 h + C = C + hoC = ~ for each h E ~ \ C (c1 [2: p. 6781). 

We shall now describe the compact connected Hughes planes. The set of points is 

P" = {H,: 0 (x,y,z) I (x,y,z) E H~ \ {(O,O,O)}} 

on which a compact connected topology is induced by the canonical mapping 

H~ \ {(O,O,O)}--> P,,: (x,y,z) -+Hp o (x,y,z). 

In fact, the resulting space is an eight-dimensional compact connected manifold. Via 

right multiplication, the group GL, C of non-singular 3 x 3-matrices with entries in C 
acts on H~. This induces an action on P " cf Remarks 2.2. The kernel of this action is 

~ y • 

the one-parameter group {cl IcE CC' (H,,) }, where C,.AH,,) denotes the centralizer of 

H" in the multiplicative group C*. In particular, we infer that!l = SL3 C acts effectively 

(faithfully). 

The set P,: of lines consists of the sets 

{H,: 0 (x, y, z) I (xa + yb + zc) + (xd + ye + if) 0 s = O} 

i.e., ao (x+y) = a ox+a oy. 

2 of course, each right nearfield is anti-isomorphic with a left nearfield. 
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where a, b, c, d, e,f E C and s E ~ such that the described set is non-empty and not equal 
to P ". In this way, we obtain a projective plane IP'" = (P ", P,;), see [21. Endowing P; 

with the topology induced from the Hausdorff metric derived from any metric on P,; that 
induces the topology of P {" one obtains that IP',; is a compact connected projective plane 
([ 15]; applying [9], this result might also be derived by proving that the ternary operation 

if sEC 
{ xs + t 

T(x,s,t) = (k) k' x+ os+ if s ¢ C and t = k 0 s + k' with k, k' E C 

is continuous). 

RESULT 2.3. According to [2: 1.1], each line may be described by an equation of the 

i) y - za = (x - zb) 0 m ii) y = xa - z 0 s 
iii) x = z 0 s iv) z = 0 

where mE H" \ C; a, bE C and s E H". 

Both GL3 C and SL3 C act with two orbits on P p and Pr, respectively: 

LEMMA 2.4. Under the action (~f ~ = SL3 C, the orbit decompositions of the point 
and line space are 

where p = H,; 0 (j, 1,0), q = H" 0 (0, 0, I), J is the outer line defined by y = -x 0 j, and 
I is the inner line defined by z = O. 

PROOF. We distinguish the cases as in Result 2.3. The line I is the only one of type 
iv), while J is of type i) with a = 0 = band 111 = -j. It is easy to see that, via matrices 

of the form (~}, 7), (7;, g ) E SL3 C, the lines of type i) and ii) can be moved to lines 
I DO 00-1 

of type iii). If sEC then these lines can obviously be moved to I. If s = a + jb ¢ C (i.e., 

if b =I- 0) then equation iii) is equivalent to 

0= z 0 s - x = zzi(a + jb)z'; - x = za - x + (z 0 j)b. 

This line is also described by 0 = zab- I - xb- I + Z 0 j. Now (~'I> g !)) E ~ moves this 
. 0 -I> '0 

line to J, and we have shown that P" = J~U I~. 
The inner elements form a Baer subplane. For each point w there is therefore an inner 

line Ib E I~ such that w E lb. Consequently, the point wb- I is of the form w = H,; 0 

(x, y, 0). If Y = 0, we may choose x E C and obtain that IV is an inner point. Since ~ 
acts in the usual, transitive wayan the set of inner points, we obtain that in this case 
w = H,; 0 (1,0,0) E q~. If w is not an inner point, we may assume that y = I and 

( hi (0) 
X = a + jb with a, b E C, b =I- O. Now w h 'll I 0 = H,; 0 (j, 1,0) = p, and the assertion 

o Oh 
is proved. _ 

3 Since we prefer vectors to be rows. with matrices acting from the right. we have to use len instead of right 

neartields. and each of the formulae in 121 is rever,ed. 
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LEMMA 2.5. Assume that Ll = SL3 C acts on IP' /' in the wal' described above. Theil 

the stabilizers oj'q,p, 1,J, respectively, are 

Llq = <1> := { (A d~IA) I A E GL2 e, vEe} 

Llp = Ap := { (A~'" /'II,) IrE [R>,A E SU2 e, v E e2} < <1>1 

Ll/ = <1>t = { (~ de~A) I A E GL2 e, vEe} 

LlJ = A~ = { (AWO ~l) IrE [R>,A E SU2 e, v E e2} :S <1>. 

PROOF. i) We leave the computation of Llq and Ll/ to the reader, since this is well 

known. 

ii) If DEll" then (j, I, O)D = (h 0 j, h, 0) for some h E 1Hl*. Writing (; = (f):) with \ \ .~ 
D E GL2 e, v E e2 and x, y, z E e we obtain thatjx + y = O. Since j and I form a basis 

of ~ over C, we concl ude that x = y = 0 and D E <1>t. It remains to show that D is of the 

form Arrr with A E SU2 e and r > O. 

iii) We may write D = (:1;;) rrr with r > () and bb + dd = I. Then 

(j, l)D = (ja + c,jb + d)rr" E H t 0 (j, I) 

if, and only if, 

(ja + c)rr,J = (jb + d)rr" 0 j 

which is equivalent to 

The right hand side equals (jb+d)jrt, and using Remarks 2.2 we obtain that c = jbj = -b 

and d = -jaj = ii. Thus (lll;~) E SU2 e, and Ll" = At. 

iv) Similar calculations yield that LlJ = A~. • 

3. Some lemmas on actions of SL3 C. Before we turn to the study of actions of 

SL3 e on eight-dimensional stable planes, we collect some general information. 

LEMMA 3.1. The centralizer ojPSOn e in PSLn e is trivial. 

PROOF. For each non-isotropic vector v E en, there is a subgroup 2 of SOn e such 

that ev is exactly the subspace of fixed elements of 2. Therefore the centralizer of PSOn e 
acts trivially on the set of one-dimensional non-isotropic subspaces of en. This set con

tains a frame for the n - I-dimensional projective space over e, and the assertion follows. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Assume that L1 = SL3 C acts almost4 efrectively on a connected locally 
compact space X o{dimension d ::; 4. Then X is homeomorphic with the complex projec

tive plane. and the given action is equivalent to the usual one or its dual. In particular. 

the space X is compact, the group L1 acts transitively with kernel Z = Z(L1), alld each 

stabilizer is a conjugate ofCP or cpl, respectively. 

PROOF. i) According to [131. each orbit xE under the maximal compact subgroup 
E = SU3 C of L1 is either trivial or has full dimension. In the second case xE is open and 
compact in X, and xE = X since X is connected. We infer that E (and, a fortiori, L1) acts 

transitively on X, and X is compact. According to [13], the only possibility is that X is 

homeomorphic with P2c, and the action of E is equivalent to the usual one. i.e., each 

stabilizer Er is a conjugate of e = { ( A del A I ) I A E U2C }. 

ii) It remains to determine the action of L1, i.e., to compare the stabilizer L1x with CPo 

In its usual action, the group L1 is 2-transitive, hence primitive on P2C. Therefore cP is 

a maximal subgroup of L1. Since cP is connected, it suffices to show that the connected 
component I of L1x is a conjugate of CPo From the assumption that dimX = 4 we infer 
that dim 1= 12 (= dimCP). 

iii) If I acts irreducibly on C3 (the vector space underlying the complex projective 
plane). we obtain a decomposition r = \fI3. where \fI is the commutator subgroup and 
3 is the identity component of the center of I (sec l3: §6, number 4. Proposition 5]). 
According to Schur's lemma, the centralizer of I in GL} C is C. We infer that 3 ::; 

Z(GL3 C) n SL, C. Connectedness implies that 3 = 1, and I is semi-simple. 
iv) There is no almost simple group of dimension 12. Since I is a linear semi-simple 

group, each almost simple factor of I contains a torus subgroup (i.e., a subgroup that is 
isomorphic with I = S021R). Since L1 has rank 2, there are exactly two almost simple 

factors of I. Each maximal compact subgroup of I is a conjugate of e (ef i)). We infer 
that one of the almost simple factors of I has a one-dimensional compact subgroup. This 
implies that the factors have dimension 3 and 9, respectively. This is impossible since 
there are no almost simple groups of dimension 9. 

v) There remains the case where there exists a non trivial I-invariant subspace U of 
C3 . Then dime U = I or 2, and I is a conjugate of a subgroup of cP or cpt, respectively. 
The assertion follows from the fact that dim cP = dim r. • 

LEMMA 3.3. Let 

(-1 0) 
a = 0 I ' Y = Ct-(a) = { (A detA- 1 ) I A E GL2 C} and 

n = {c n I v E C2 }. 

Then cpt = Y n, and an involution.3 E q,l belongs to the conjugacy class all if, and only 

if; Ct-(a)::; cpt. 

4 i.e .. the kernel is totally disconnected (in fact. tinite). 
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PROOF. In ~, the involutions form a single conjugacy class. Each involution {3 E ~ 
induces a reflection on P2C, and its centralizer C",(3) fixes center and axis, but no other 

point nor line. If C",(3) ::; <pt then C",(3) fixes the axis of 0'. Therefore 0' and ,3 have the 

same axis. Each reflection on the complex plane is determined by its center and axis, and 
<pt acts transitively on the possible centers. Hence all reflections with the same axis as 0' 

are conjugates under <pt. From the fact that <pt = C"'( 0')£1 we infer that a<!>! = a Q . • 

4. Actions of SL3 C on eight-dimensional stable planes. A stable plane is a linear 
space M = (M, :M), where the point space M and the line space :M are endowed with 

locally compact Hausdorff topologies such that 

- the geometric operations Uoining points, intersecting lines) are continuous, 
- the set of pairs of intersecting lines is open in :M x :M (axiom of stability). 

Quite often, it is assumed in addition that the point space M has positive and finite cov

ering dimension. See [101 and [111 for general information. 

Endowed with the compact -open topology deri ved from the action on the point space, 
the group Aut( M) of all automorphisms (i.e., continuous collineations) of a stable plane 
M is a locally compact, separable transformation group. An action of a topological group 
r on a stable plane M is a continuous homomorphism of r to Aut( M). If the action is 
effective, we call r a group of automorphisms of M. 

In the sequel, let M = (M,:M) be an eight-dimensional stable plane, and assume 
that ~ = SL3 C is a group of automorphisms of M. We use exponential notation for this 

given action. In this chapter, we shall assume that M is connected, and that the center 
Z of ~ acts (fixed-poi nt-)freely on M. The last chapter extends our result to arbitrary 
eight-dimensional stable planes (and arbitrary actions of ~). 

LEMMA 4.1. Each involution in ~ has an axis, but no center. 

PROOF. According to [21: 2.10 a)J, the eight-dimensional maximal compact sub
group E = SU3 C of ~ does not act transitively on M. Hence dim E t 2: I for each point 
x E M, and E t contains an involution. The involutions in ~ form a single conjugacy 

class, therefore each of them fixes at least one point. If an involution 0' E ~ has cen
ter c, then c is fixed by Z. This contradicts our general assumption. If the set of fixed 
points of 0' carries a Baer subplane r, then the centralizer Y of 0' in ~ induces on r a 

group tp of dimension 7 at least. The group tp is the product of its commutator group 
tp' ~ PSL2 C ~ PS03 C and its center, which has dimension 2: I. According to [12J, the 
four-dimensional plane r contains the complex oval plane, on which tpl acts in the usual 
way, and tp embeds into PSL3 C. By Lemma 3.1, this is impossible. There remains the 

case that each involution has an axis, but no center. • 
COROLLARY 4.2. The center Z of ~ acts quasi-perspectively (i.e., for each point 

x E M there is some line Lx such that ~ c:: Lx). 

PROOF. Assume that there is an orbit:? that is not contained in a line. Then each 
involution in ~x has a non-collinear set of fixed points (namely, .0), a contradiction. • 
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REMARK 4.3. Since we assume that Z acts freely. this line L, is determined uniquely 

by x. The set £z = {Lr I x E M} consists of fixed lines of Z, and it is locally homeo

morphic with a line (ef [20: I D. 

COROLLARY 4.4. Up to transposition, the j(lllowing holds: For each point p E M, 

the stahilizer!'!.l' is a conjugate ofa suhgroup (If<Dt. 

PROOF. According to Lemma 3.2, the four-dimensional connected set £~ is home

omorphic with P2C, and!'!. acts, up to transposition, in the usual way. The stabilizer t:J.,) 

fixes the line Lp, and the stabilizer !'!.LI' is a conjugate of <Dt. • 

LEMMA 4.5. Assume that !'!.L" equals <Dt. Then the group (O')n acts trivially Oil L,). 

PROOF. There is an involution:) E !'!.p that has some axis A. Since Z leaves A invari

ant and moves p, we conclude that A = Ll" and C",3 <:::: <Dt. Thus iJ E O'~l by Lemma 3.3. 

The kernel of the action of <Dt on L,) contains the conjugacy class O'~l, hence all ele

ments of the form a~a, where;.V E Q. Now the assertion follows from the fact that 

n = {O'~a I ;.V E Q}. • 
According to Lemma 4.5, each involution in !'!.l' has axis L,). From [20: Theorem 9a)] 

we infer: 

COROLLARY 4.6. There are /10 commutinfi involutions in !'!.l" In particlIlw: the group 

!'!.p does not contain a subgroup that is isomorphic with 'f2 or SO, R 

LEMMA 4.7. Define T = {( ;.;;~ ~ ) I a E C, aii = I} <:::: <Dt = t:J.r . For each point 
() () (/ ~ {I 

q outside LI' the orhits pT and (/ generate a suhplane of dimensio/l 4 at least. 

PROOF. The group T contains Z. hence T moves each point. and each orbit is com

pact and one-dimensional. For each point q outside Ll" the set p TUq T generates therefore 

a subplane L If the lines of [ are one-dimensional, then pT is a compact line of [ and 

meets each other line of [ [10: 1.15]. In particular, the line pI' meets each other fixed line 

of Z in [ in a point that is fixed by Z-a contradiction. • 

We shall need the following generalization of the compactness criterion [ 19: 6.3]: 

LEMMA 4.8. Let M = (M, 9vf) he an eifiht-dimel1.limwl stable I)/ane. Assume that 

there is a locally compact firouP A and a continuous monomorphism;.V: A ---+ Aut(M), 

i.e., an effective action of A on M. If with respect to this actio/1 a connected subgroup G 
orA acts trivially on a Baa subplane IB ofM (i.e., GlIB = 1) thel1 the c/osilre G orG in 

Aut(M) is a connected compact abelian group, and dim G = dim G <:::: I. Conseqllently, 

the factor firoups NA(G) / CA(G) and NAlIt(K/)(G) /CAlIt(l,l)(G) are discrete. 

PROOF. The closure of a connected sct is connected again [6: VI.6]. and of course 

G acts trivially on IB. From [19: 6.3[ we infer that 8 is compact abelian, and dim G <:::: I. 

The action by conjugation is a continuous homomorphism 11: NAut(i\c)(G) --> Aut(G). 

where the latter is endowed with the fi-topology [I). Since Aut(G) is topologically iso

morphic with the automorphism group of the discrete dual of 8. we infer that Aut(G) 

and NAut(',11)(G)/CAut(M)(G) are discrete. Now the assertion follows from the fact that .. ,; 

induces a continuous monomorphism 2: N\(G) / CAre) ----> N,\UIi ,/)(8) / cc\u!t(,")(G). • 
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COROLLARY 4.9. 1j"a connected subgroup 2 ofYp acts trivially on a subset'll of Lz 
that accumulates at Lp' then dim 2 :s: I, and N",(2) / C",(2) is discrete. 

PROOF. The involution ex fixes exactly two lines throughp, namely the axis Lp and 

some Cpo Since 2 :s: Y = C",(ex), both lines are fixed by 2. Choosing L E 'll near Lp, we 

obtain that L meets Cp in some point q, and 2 fixes q. Since T centralizes Y, we conclude 

that 2 acts trivially on the orbits p T and q T, and the assertion follows from Lemma 4.7 . 

• 
LEMMA 4.10. a) The stabilizer Yp has a subgroup L that is isomorphic with SU2 C. 

b) The stabilizer Yp has no solvable subgroup oj" dimension 4. 

c) The stabilizer Y" has no subgroup that is locally isomorphic with SL2 iR. 

PROOF. i) Assume that 2 :s: Y" is solvable, and that dim 2 2'" 4. Via conjugation, 

the group 2 acts C-linearly on Q ~ C2. Since 2 is solvable, there is some w E Q \ 1 

such that w=' is contained in the C-subspace spanned by w (Lie's Theorem). We conclude 

that dimC=.(w) 2'" 2. Now C=.(cU) = C=.(ex~·) acts trivially on the set'll consisting of the 

axes of the elements ex~i, where cU' runs over the C-subspace spanned by w. Thus we have 

obtained a contradiction to Corollary 4.9, proving b). 

ii) Assume that \}i :s: Yp is locally isomorphic with SL21R. Since the C-Iinear action of 

Y on Q (via conjugation) is almost effective, there is no proper \}i-invariant C-subspace 

of Q. Up to equivalence, the universal covering of SL2 1R has only one irreducible com

plex representation of degree 2. We conclude that, in Y, the group \}i is a conjugate of 

{ ( ;\ J) I A E SL2 IR}. Hence we may assume that r = {( ~ ~ ~) I b E IR} is contained 

in \fl. But r fixes a connected set of lines in Lz that contains Lp. Again, we obtain a 

contradiction to Corollary 4.9, and c) is proved. 

iii) We have that dim Yp 2'" dim Y - 4 = 4. According to b), the identity component 

of Yp is not solvable. Therefore it contains an almost simple subgroup of dimension 3. 

Each such group is locally isomorphic with SU2 C or SL2 iR. Now assertion a) follows 

from Corollary 4.6 and c). • 

LEMMA 4.11. The group Q acts regularly on 9v(, \ {Lp}. 

PROOf. i) Let L ~ Lp be a line throughp, and let ~ E QL. Since Y acts transitively 

on the set of one-di mensional subspaces of Q ~ C2, we may assume that ~ = (6 ~ ~) 
xOJ 

for some x E C. Then C.,(O = {O"::'n I a E C*,b E C}. Because \fI = Cy(O 

is solvable and four-dimensional, the point p is moved by \fI, see Lemma 4.1 Ob. The 

element ~ acts trivially on the line orbit L't'u, and there are Ii) E \}i and w E Q such that 

the lines Land V·oJ meet outside L". The intersection point is fixed by ~ but moved by 

Q, hence ~ fixes more than one point outside Lp. Since lop is the axis of ~, we conclude 

that ( = 1. Hence Q acts semi-regularly on 9v(, \ {Lp }. 
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ii) For each lineL E 9I-L;, \ {Lp}, the orbitLQ has dimension 4. According to [12: II c)], 
the orbit is open. Connectedness of 9I-L;, \ {Lp} (cf [10: 1.14, 1.19], [12: II a)]) implies 

that Ln = 9I-L;, \ {Lp}, and n acts regularly. -

COROLLARY 4.12. The reconstruction method ofll8] applies to ~ and Mp. 

PROOF. The group .1 acts transitively on Mp and has two orbits on Mp. From 

Lemma 4.11 we infer that the stabilizer ~p has two orbits in 9I-L;, (namely, the trivial 
orbit {Lp} and its complement). _ 

LEMMA 4.13. Assume that .1L" = <pt. Then there is a homomorphism tp: [R> -----) C* 

such that ~p is a conjugate of Ap. 

PROOF. i) Let I be a subgroup of Yp that is isomorphic with SU2 C (cf 

Lemma 4.1 Oa). Being almost simple, this subgroup is contained in the commutator sub
group of Y , which is isomorphic with SL2 C. Each subgroup of SL2 C that is isomorphic 

with SU2 C is a maximal compact subgroup, hence these subgroups form a single con

jugacy class of maximal subgroups. In order to determine Yp , we study the projection Ii 
ofY to Y /Z(Y): The image Yp" equals I", and Yp = KI, where K = Yp nZ(Y) is the 

kernel of the restriction of Ii to Yp. 

ii) According to Corollary 4.6, there is no torus subgroup in K, hence dim K :S: I and 
dim Yp :S: 4. This implies that dimpY = 4, and pY is open in Lp. Since K commutes 
with Y, we obtain that K acts triviallyonpY. 

iii) From Richardson's characterization [14] of the actions of compact groups on the 

four-sphere we infer that each element of I fixes exactly two lines through p: namely, 
the axis Lp of a and the line Cp (cf [20: 7]). The group K has the semi-axis5 Lp ::2 p Y , 

therefore each element of prime power order in K has axis L" and fixes exactly one line 

Lin 9v!;, \ {Lp}. Since K commutes with a, we infer that L = Cpo 

iv) If KnT is not contained in I, then there is a non-cyclic finite abelian subgroup of 
KI. Consequently, the group KI contains a non-cyclic elementary abelian subgroup A. 
According to iii), this group fixes Lp and Cp and acts semi-regularly on 9I-L;, \ {Lp, C,,}, 

By a theorem of P. Smith [16] this implies that the cohomology of A is cyclic, which 

means that A is cyclic [4: Chapter XII, § II, Theorem 11.6]-a contradiction. 

v) We have shown that K n T = K n I = (a). Therefore K is the direct product 

of its compact-free identity component and (a). This means there is a homomorphism 
tp: [R> -----) Z(Y) ~ C* such that [RP equals the identity component of K. Now ~" 
Ypn = A p , and the assertion is proved. _ 

COROLLARY 4.14. The stabilizer ~".c" equals Y", 

PROOF. We have that Yp fixes Cp because a commutes with Y . On the other hand 
.11' = Ypn and n c" = 1 by Lemma 4.11. _ 

5 A semi-axis of K is a line that contains an open set of fixed points of K. 
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LEMMA 4.15. Let {) he a point such that !ll} = A c. Then!lc = Ate. 
~ P r 

PROOF. From the fact that dim !lCI' / !lP.c~, :S 4 we infer that dim !leI' = 8. Moreover, 

we know that !lCI' contains !lP.c~, = Yp ~ [R X SU2 C. 

i) Each semi-simple group of dimension 8 is locally isomorphic with SU} C, SU3 C( 1), 

or SL3 IR. The only group of this type that contains a closed subgroup that is isomorphic 

with Yp is the universal covering of SU3 CO), which is not a linear group. Therefore !lCI' 

is not semi-simple. 

ii) Via the adjoint representation, the reductive group Yp acts completely reducibly 

on the Lie algebra I of !lc". Effective linear actions of the commutator subgroup L = 

{ ( A I) I A E SU2 c} are at least four-dimensional. Since dim C!i()L) :S dim C!i(L) = 
2, we infer that I decomposes into a direct sum f = II EB D, where u is the Lie algebra of 

Yp and tJ is a four-dimensional vector space on which L acts effectively and irreducibly. 

This implies that L is a Levi complement in the identity component r of !lCI' (recall that 

there are no semi-simple groups of dimension 7). Consequently, the radical P of r is a 

five-dimensional characteristic subgroup of !lcl •• In its natural action on C3, the solvable 

group P leaves invariant a flag 0 < U < V < C3 . 

iii) We consider the vector space W that is generated by the !lc" -images of U in 

C3 . If W = C3 , then the five-dimensional group P is a conjugate of a subgroup of 

{ ( 
~~ ~ ) II a, h E c*}, which is four-dimensional. This is impossible. Therefore 
00 (ub) I 

W is a proper subspace of C3 . Since L leaves W invariant, we conclude that W represents 

axis or center of ex (in the action on P2C). In the first case !lc~, :S <1>t = !lL", and we 

conclude that !lc~, = !lp,cl " a contradiction. There remains the case where !lei' :S <1>. 

iv) Consider the canonical mapping 1£:<1> ---> Y ~ <1>/Qt. The kernel Qt n !le" of 

the restriction of 1£ to !l(~, is an Y -invariant subgroup of Qt, hence it is trivial or equals 

Qt. In the first case, we infer from the equation dim!lcp = 8 = dimY that !lcp is 

isomorphic with Y, in contradiction to ii). Hence Qt :S !lCI" and we conclude that the 

identity component of !lc~, equals YpQ t . For each fj E !leI" there are uJ E Qt and l' E Y 
such that b = ~'V (recall that !l(~, :S <1> = Qty). Now l' = uJ--lfj E Y c~. = Yp , and the 

assertion follows. • 

Combining Corollary 4.12, Lemma 4.13, and Lemma 4.15 we obtain 

PROPOSITION 4.16. If ~ = SL3 C acts on a connected eight-dimensional stahle plane 
M such that the center Z of'!l actsfreely, then there is some homomorphism :p: [R> ---> C* 

such that M is isomorphic with My. Such an action is always ohtainedfrom an arhitrary 

effective action of ~ on an eight-dimensional stahle plane if one restricts the action of~ 
to the suhplane induced on an orhit p!i, where p is a point that is not fixed hy Z. 

5. The general case. The following is the key to the extension of Proposition 4.16 

to arbitrary eight-dimensional stable planes: 

LEMMA 5.1. Let M = (M, ']yO he a stahle plane, and let E he an open suhset of'M. 

Denote hy 'E the set of lines that meet E in more than one point. For each point x E E 
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and each line L E 'E that does not pass through x, write Iltjc)r the set o{lines through 

x that do not meet L n E. If E is a proper subset o{M then there is a point x E E and a 

line L E 'E such that 

a) the set IlL is non-empty. In particular, the geometry (E, 'E) is not a projective 

plane. 

b) If the complement M \ E has non-empty interior thm the set Iii., has non-emptr 

interior. 

PROOF. Choose points a E E and hEM \ E. Then there is a point x E E \ (lh, and 

xh E IlL. If there is a neighbourhood U of h in M that does not meet E. then the set 

{xu I u E un ah} forms a neighbourhood in lit,. • 
THEOREM 5.2. Iff:.. = SL3 C acts effectively on an eit;ht-dimensional stahle plane 

M = (M, gyf), then there is a homomorphism cp: [R,> --7 C* such that M is isomorphic 

with IP'*, or My (depending on whether or not there existfixed points ofZ), and the action 

o{ f:.. is equivalent to the usual one or its dual. 

PROOF. According to Proposition 4.16, there is an open point orbit //'" such that the 

subplane induced on pf'.. is isomorphic with Me' for somecp. Now Lemma S.lb shows 

that the complement of pf'.. has empty interior. Therefore each point in M \pf'.. is fixed by 

Z (el Proposition 4.16). Applying [21: 2.10 c) I to E = SU 3 C. we obtain that the set F 

of fixed points of Z is not contained in a line. Therefore Z acts trivially on the subplane 

IF = (F, '7) that is induced on F. From [21: 2.10 a)] we infer that IF is isomorphic with the 

projective plane over C, and the action of E is equivalent to the usual one. In particular, 

f:.. acts transitively on F. For z E F the set zM = {zm I m E pf'..} is open in 9I{. Therefore 

zM n C~ is not empty. For each point x E pf'.. \ Cli the set II'~~., consists just of one line. 

Hence Cp , as a line of M, is projective (i.e., it meets any other line in gyf). On the other 

hand, any two inner lines intersect in the projective plane IF. Thus each pair of lines has 

a common point in M, and M is projective. Since F = M \ pc\ has empty interior, the 

subplane that is induced on pf'.. is dense and determines M ~ IP' c' • 
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